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Doing the Ventilation Report to satisfy statutory needsDoing the Ventilation Report to satisfy statutory needs

The way it was last centuryThe way it was last century

Tilton Mine
1984-

You remember the VentilationYou remember the Ventilation
Book in the Report RoomBook in the Report Room

And the report looked like this!!And the report looked like this!!

and just managed to complyand just managed to comply
with the regswith the regs
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The VO was normally the UMICThe VO was normally the UMIC

Why was it this way?Why was it this way?

And the L/W U/MAnd the L/W U/M

And the development guru……And the development guru……

And got involved inAnd got involved in

You remember the deal: In the pit every day!!You remember the deal: In the pit every day!!

There was little time to do more than theThere was little time to do more than the
statutory minimum.statutory minimum.
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Then came the ventilation disasters of theThen came the ventilation disasters of the
70’s thru the 90’s.70’s thru the 90’s.

These bought about some regulatoryThese bought about some regulatory
changeschanges

The Act in place at the time of the AppinThe Act in place at the time of the Appin
disaster was the CMRA of 1912 and itsdisaster was the CMRA of 1912 and its
regulationsregulations

Lets briefly look at the regulations in place atLets briefly look at the regulations in place at
that time and the mandatory changes sincethat time and the mandatory changes since
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Historical regulatory requirementsHistorical regulatory requirements
In relation to air quantities and gas determinations theIn relation to air quantities and gas determinations the 19121912
(pre 1984) Act and regs required the following prescribed(pre 1984) Act and regs required the following prescribed
monthly readings to complymonthly readings to comply

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Qnty in Main IntakesQnty in Main Intakes

Qnty in Haz zone IntakesQnty in Haz zone Intakes

Gas in returnsGas in returns

Q

Q
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19841984

19991999

20062006

How far have we come in the threeHow far have we come in the three
regulation changes since then??regulation changes since then??
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Historical regulatory requirementsHistorical regulatory requirements

EXTRAEXTRA requirements from 1984 regs to complyto comply

Q

Q

Q

Flows at working facesFlows at working faces

Haz zone methaneHaz zone methane

Q
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Historical regulatory requirementsHistorical regulatory requirements

EXTRAEXTRA requirements from 1999 regs to complyto comply

COCO22, CO and O, CO and O22 in the returnsin the returns

CH4 in each district returnCH4 in each district return
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Historical regulatory requirementsHistorical regulatory requirements

EXTRAEXTRA requirements from 2006 regs to complyto comply

No Real Change:No Real Change:
The word “district” was changed to “split”The word “district” was changed to “split”
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Q
Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

The total required data is shown below.The total required data is shown below.

It is a start but will not help with properly quantifying:It is a start but will not help with properly quantifying:

Discrete leakage paths & stopping integrityDiscrete leakage paths & stopping integrity

Minewide gas balanceMinewide gas balance

Specific resistance/pressure drop issuesSpecific resistance/pressure drop issues

Area flow efficienciesArea flow efficiencies

There is insufficient data toThere is insufficient data to
properly tune the ventproperly tune the vent
modelmodel
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Underground station sites need strategic planning.Underground station sites need strategic planning.
Individual circuit diagnosis is required.Individual circuit diagnosis is required.

Q GQ G

1. Main return flow and contamination1. Main return flow and contamination
This provides total gas make and mine flowThis provides total gas make and mine flow

2. O/B L/W flow and contamination2. O/B L/W flow and contamination
This provides outbye rib emission and mains leakageThis provides outbye rib emission and mains leakage

3. T/G flow and contamination3. T/G flow and contamination
This provides L/W quantity and total emission from theThis provides L/W quantity and total emission from the
CM unitsCM units

Q G

4. M/G and mains flow and contamination4. M/G and mains flow and contamination
This provides main road leakage quantity out to L/WThis provides main road leakage quantity out to L/W
and rib emission in that area also (and M/G intake gasand rib emission in that area also (and M/G intake gas
provides mine intake emissionprovides mine intake emission

Q

Q

G

5. M/G last line and contamination5. M/G last line and contamination
This provides M/G panel leakage and both intake andThis provides M/G panel leakage and both intake and
return emissions in gateroadreturn emissions in gateroad

6. Mains last line flow and contamination6. Mains last line flow and contamination
This provides the mains leakage I/B M/G entry and mainThis provides the mains leakage I/B M/G entry and main
intake emissionsintake emissions

Q G G

G

QG

Keep the dataKeep the data

collection simple!!collection simple!!

Minimise the number of stns, consider access etcMinimise the number of stns, consider access etc
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Lets assume fixed resistancesLets assume fixed resistances
have been measured such ashave been measured such as

And you actually have aAnd you actually have a
working modelworking model then typicalthen typical
routine pressure stns may beroutine pressure stns may be
situated as followssituated as follows
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1. Main fan and pit bottom1. Main fan and pit bottom
This provides total circuit pressure and drift and shaft losses.This provides total circuit pressure and drift and shaft losses.

P

P

P

2. In Mains across door near flow stns2. In Mains across door near flow stns
Provides total intake and return losses between here and pitProvides total intake and return losses between here and pit
bottom and will help with model validation.bottom and will help with model validation.

P

3. In development gate panel across panel entry3. In development gate panel across panel entry
Provides gate panel resistance and critical to modelProvides gate panel resistance and critical to model
maintenancemaintenance

4. Across all regulators4. Across all regulators

P

P

Primary importance in model update. Resistance is criticalPrimary importance in model update. Resistance is critical

5. Across any unusual resistances5. Across any unusual resistances
May include weekend bag or unusuallyMay include weekend bag or unusually
resistive T/G corner as common examples.resistive T/G corner as common examples.

Routine Pressure StationsRoutine Pressure Stations

P

P
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This above flow, gas, pressure and fan dataThis above flow, gas, pressure and fan data
will allow the generation of the whole report.will allow the generation of the whole report.

Importantly it will ensure the ventilationImportantly it will ensure the ventilation
model can be regularly tuned also.model can be regularly tuned also.

But first the report!!!But first the report!!!
More about the model later .More about the model later .

(Along with any other mandatory data to satisfy the regs of course)(Along with any other mandatory data to satisfy the regs of course)
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The report is both anThe report is both an operationaloperational
andand communicational/trainingcommunicational/training tool.tool.

The jury is out onThe jury is out on
which one addswhich one adds
the most valuethe most value

Operationally it will enable the mine to adequatelyOperationally it will enable the mine to adequately
delineate the circuit on a monthly basis and maintaindelineate the circuit on a monthly basis and maintain
anan accurate predictive modelaccurate predictive model

As a training tool its value is unlimited if distributedAs a training tool its value is unlimited if distributed
to key personnel around the site over an extendedto key personnel around the site over an extended
periodperiod
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Operationally the following may be includedOperationally the following may be included

Often discounted as irrelevant but this is very narrow thinkingOften discounted as irrelevant but this is very narrow thinking

Fan performance recordsFan performance records

The changing mine resistance over time will help validate existing fanThe changing mine resistance over time will help validate existing fan
curve date. Not bad for 1 minutes work a month!!!curve date. Not bad for 1 minutes work a month!!!
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Various operating points across a range ofVarious operating points across a range of

duties will identify these portions of the curvesduties will identify these portions of the curves

This data is very useful if curves are unavailableThis data is very useful if curves are unavailable
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Mine Resistance is a helpful outputMine Resistance is a helpful output

It will highlight ongoing subtle changes and show trendsIt will highlight ongoing subtle changes and show trends
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Raw Data PagesRaw Data Pages

This is the U/G base data for all the report outputsThis is the U/G base data for all the report outputs

AreasAreas

It Shows:It Shows:

VelocitiesVelocities

Gas readingsGas readings

Station locationsStation locations

Pressure differentialsPressure differentials

Temperatures etc etcTemperatures etc etc

This is valuable forThis is valuable for
substantiation of readingssubstantiation of readings
by the Deputies or U/M’sby the Deputies or U/M’s
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SchematicsSchematics

These can vary from simple schematics like our Southfork exampleThese can vary from simple schematics like our Southfork example
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To more detailed circuits depending on the extent of the mineTo more detailed circuits depending on the extent of the mine

But exactly the same theory applies relating to station locationsBut exactly the same theory applies relating to station locations
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These schematics may appear to be a “nice to have”These schematics may appear to be a “nice to have”

The model cannot be properlyThe model cannot be properly
updated without a graphicalupdated without a graphical
interfaceinterface

There are just too many mouseThere are just too many mouse
clicks and repetitive adjustments toclicks and repetitive adjustments to
use the raw data!!use the raw data!!

You could enter the data freehand on a plan forYou could enter the data freehand on a plan for
the same result but the schematic is a powerfulthe same result but the schematic is a powerful
circuit training tool for the ERZ controllers.circuit training tool for the ERZ controllers.

BUTBUT
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Flow DistributionFlow Distribution
Where does all the air go to?Where does all the air go to?

This info flushes straight out of the raw dataThis info flushes straight out of the raw data
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Gas BalanceGas Balance

Where is the gas made throughout the mine??Where is the gas made throughout the mine??

Again the graph is flushed out of the raw dataAgain the graph is flushed out of the raw data
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Don’t panic!!Don’t panic!!
It looks like a lot of work!!It looks like a lot of work!!

Summary is:Summary is:
Put the stations in the right placePut the stations in the right place

Record the gas concentrations with the flowsRecord the gas concentrations with the flows

Get the pressures as you walk aroundGet the pressures as you walk around

All the above data comes from the U/G base pages!!!All the above data comes from the U/G base pages!!!

BUTBUT

Let Excel do a lot of the workLet Excel do a lot of the work

Update and include the validated Ventsim modelUpdate and include the validated Ventsim model
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The model should be validated monthlyThe model should be validated monthly
against the measured resultsagainst the measured results

Depending on the U/G environment someDepending on the U/G environment some
months it will be a better replica than othersmonths it will be a better replica than others

Model tuning is like sailingModel tuning is like sailing

If you don’tIf you don’t
do thedo the
monthly tackmonthly tack
you may endyou may end
up totallyup totally
lostlost
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Why would you want an accurate model?Why would you want an accurate model?

Predictive analysis can be done at any timePredictive analysis can be done at any time
which may assist with:which may assist with:

Long term circuit capacity planningLong term circuit capacity planning

Panel capacity like “will the M/G make the distance”?Panel capacity like “will the M/G make the distance”?

The time taken and route of flow of stonedust,The time taken and route of flow of stonedust,
smoke or other contaminants.smoke or other contaminants.

Confident minor to major ventilation changesConfident minor to major ventilation changes

The effect of losing a main fan at anytimeThe effect of losing a main fan at anytime

The ability to do complex ventilation changesThe ability to do complex ventilation changes
utilising pressures only, and in a fraction of theutilising pressures only, and in a fraction of the
traditional timeframe,traditional timeframe, and thus far more safely.and thus far more safely.
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But remember the model is not a cloneBut remember the model is not a clone
and will never be “exactly” correctand will never be “exactly” correct

It is more of a miniIt is more of a mini--me:me:

It is not a “dolly”It is not a “dolly”

Its limitations need to be understood and appreciatedIts limitations need to be understood and appreciated
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The “Southfork” finished modelThe “Southfork” finished model

The Ventsim file looks like this and is then included in theThe Ventsim file looks like this and is then included in the
report and responsible for coming circuit adjustments.report and responsible for coming circuit adjustments.

Improvement process can be demonstrated as follows:Improvement process can be demonstrated as follows:

Stowage here
Low O/Casts

Choked fall here

L/W regulated

Mains
regulated

Bad leakage in the mains
and the gates

It features 25, 35 and 45 cubes at theIt features 25, 35 and 45 cubes at the
faces and very poor efficiency at 52%faces and very poor efficiency at 52%

Click for interactive excel modelClick for interactive excel model
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As a training tool the reports knows no boundsAs a training tool the reports knows no bounds

At a Northern Bowen basin mine it has been madeAt a Northern Bowen basin mine it has been made
available to officials for just on 5 years.available to officials for just on 5 years.

Their general knowledge of the circuit andTheir general knowledge of the circuit and
ventilation principles is outstanding.ventilation principles is outstanding.

I regularly have Deputies ring me to discuss theI regularly have Deputies ring me to discuss the
contents.contents.

To encourage this I insert a myriad of info to keepTo encourage this I insert a myriad of info to keep
them informed and interested such as:them informed and interested such as:
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Airflow direction

Low pressure return
side

Recess acro into floor

Ensure head plate is locked over
mesh or strap

Erect frame

Hang Mesh Roll up bag

Various Appliance standards
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and the danger of the lack of standards
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Fan Operating Point
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And so it goes on!!And so it goes on!!

The variety keeps them interested and informed!The variety keeps them interested and informed!

T/G Development Decay Curves
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Mike Hunt

Ray Crebbs

Mike Hunt

Southfork Mine

The last word should go to this factual E mailThe last word should go to this factual E mail
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What you have seen is in excess of minimum standardsWhat you have seen is in excess of minimum standards

It could well be argued that minimum standards need furtherIt could well be argued that minimum standards need further
reviewreview

What cannot be argued is that spending one or 2 solid daysWhat cannot be argued is that spending one or 2 solid days
underground a month is not worth the resultsunderground a month is not worth the results

Its better to distribute thisIts better to distribute this than to hide thisthan to hide this
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EndEnd
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